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Abstract. Process modeling becomes more and more an important task not only
for the purpose of software engineering, but also for many other purposes
besides the development of software. Therefore it is necessary to evaluate the
quality of process models from different viewpoints. This is even more
important as the increasing number of different end users, different purposes
and the availability of different modeling techniques and modeling tools leads
to a higher complexity of information models. In this paper the Guidelines of
1
Modeling (GoM) , a framework to structure factors for the evaluation of process
models, is presented. Exemplary, Guidelines of Modeling for workflow
management and simulation are presented. Moreover, six general techniques for
adjusting models to the perspectives of different types of user and purposes will
be explained.

1

Complexity and Quality of Business Process Models

The popularity of different process management approaches like Lean Management
[58], Activity-based Costing [52], Total Quality Management [21, 35], Business
Process Reengineering [16, 17], Process Innovation [7, 8], Workflow Management
[14], and Supply Chain Management [39] has two main effects concerning the
requirements on process models. First, the number and variety of model designers and
users has spread enormously. Especially, representatives from various business and
technical departments, who are not necessarily modeling experts are increasingly
involved in the design of process models. As a consequence, the understandability of
process models is of growing importance. Secondly, the number and variety of
purposes process models are used for is growing. Besides the “traditional“ use of
process models within software engineering these models are more and more used for
1
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pure organizational purposes like process reorganization, certification, Activity-based
Costing or human resource planing (see as well [37]).
Process modeling is supposed to be an instrument for coping with the complexity
of process planning and control. Existing models show as well considerable
complexity themselves, though. Hence, the design of process models often turns out to
be very problematic. It has direct influence on the economic efficiency of the
underlying process-related project. In the first place the model design requires
personnel resources and (if necessary) the purchase of software tools. Moreover, the
risk exists that the process models, referring to their purpose, are not sufficient. For
example, semantic mistakes or the disregarding of relevant aspects can lead to
possibly expensive misjudgments. Consequently, the design of models always is an
economical risk and not only a modeling exercise.
Especially in enterprise-wide process management projects the design of
integrated process models can become a comprehensive challenge. The number of
process models can easily be higher 500 with five or more different levels. The related
risk will be increased if the model design is seen as a domain of “modeling
specialists“ who are supposed to be the only ones who understand “their” models. In
contrast to this, a business process model should serve as a communication base for
all persons involved. Consequently, the quality of process models can beyond the
fulfillment of syntactic rules defined as its “fitness for use”.
Within this context a framework called Guidelines of Modeling (GoM) has been
developed to assure the quality of information models beyond the accordance to
syntactic rules. The GoM-framework includes six guidelines, which aim to improve
the quality of information models (product quality) as well as the quality of
information modeling (process quality). The design of business process models is one
core field within the project.
This paper describes first the general intention and the framework of the
Guidelines of Modeling (section 2). Exemplary, Guidelines of Modeling for workflow
management and simulation, two main purposes of process modeling, are discussed in
the third section. Section 4 presents six different techniques for the adaptation of
models to perspectives of different users and purposes. The paper ends with a brief
conclusion.

2

The Guidelines of Modeling (GoM)

Various frameworks for quality assurance of information models were already
presented. Usually, they are either focussing only one kind of information models, in
particular data models (like the approaches from [1] or [31, 32]), they focus only
special requirements [2, 59], or they contain such high-level-statements, that it is
difficult to derive useful recommendations for modeling projects [24, 27].
The aim of the Guidelines of Modeling (GoM) is the development of specific
design recommendations in order to increase the quality of models beyond the
fulfillment of syntactic rules [3, 41, 42]. The term GoM has been chosen as an analogy
to the Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP) [9, 29, 38]. On the one

hand, the GoM result from the selection of the relevant aspects for information
modeling from the GAAP.
On the other hand, the GoM adapt elements of the existing approaches for the
evaluation of information models. The Guidelines of Modeling, which are presented
here (see for an alternative suggestion [49]), contain six guidelines to ameliorate the
quality of information models. These are the principles of correctness, relevance,
economic efficiency, clarity, comparability, and systematic design (figure 1, see also
[31]). While the observance of the principles of correctness, relevance and economic
efficiency are a necessary precondition for the quality of models, the principles of
clarity, comparability and systematic design have a mere optional character.
The GoM-framework includes besides the six general guidelines (level 1) recommendations for different views (level 2, e.g. process models) and for different
modeling techniques (level 3, e.g. Event-driven Process Chains (EPC) or Petri Nets).
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Fig. 1. The Framework of the Guidelines of Modeling (GoM)

2.1

The Basic Guidelines

The basic guidelines consist of the guideline of correctness, the guideline of relevance,
and the guideline of economic efficiency.
The guideline of correctness has got two facets [1]: the syntactic and the semantic
correctness. A model is syntactic correct, if it is consistent and complete against the
meta model (see for definitions of meta model ([33], p. 38, [44], pp. 104-105) the
model is based on. For the evaluation of the syntactic correctness of a model it is
indispensable to have an explicit (documented) meta model. Semantic correctness
postulates that the structure and the behaviour of the model is consistent with the real
world. Finally, the consistence between different models is viewed as a part of the
correctness of the model [59].
While many frameworks use completeness as a quality factor of information
models [1, 31], the GoM express this criteria in more relative terms.

The guideline of relevance postulates
• to select a relevant object system (universe of discourse),
• to take a relevant modeling technique or to configure an existing meta model
adequately, and
• to develop a relevant (minimal) model system.
A model includes elements without relevance, if they can be eliminated without loss of
meaning for the model user.
The guideline of economic efficiency is a constraint to all other guidelines. In the
GAAP-context it is called the cost/benefit constraint ([9], p. 51). It is comparable to
the criteria “feasibility” of LINDLAND ET AL. [27] and restricts e.g. the correctness or
the clarity of a model. Approaches to support the economic efficiency are reference
models, appropriate modeling tools or the re-use of models.
2.2

The Optional Guidelines

The pragmatic aspect of the semiotic theory [27] is integrated in the GoM by the
guideline of clarity. Without a readable, understandable, useful model all other efforts
become obsolete. This guideline is extremely subjective and postulates exactly, that
the model is understood by the model user. It is not sufficient, if a model designer
regard the model as understandable (see also understandability in the GAAP ([9],
p. 52). “Construct overload”, the situation in the framework of WAND and WEBER in
which one object type of an information modeling technique map to at least two
ontological constructs is an example for missing clarity as additional knowledge
outside the modeling technique is required ([56], p. 211). Mainly layout conventions
put this guideline in concrete terms.
The guideline of comparability demands the consistent use of all guidelines within
a modeling project. It is one of the guidelines which corresponds directly with one
GAAP principle, the comparability principle ([19], pp. 551-552). Like the GAAP
which aims to increase the comparability between businesses and periods (e.g. avoid
different inventory methods like LIFO and FIFO), this guideline includes e. g. the
conform application of layout or naming conventions. Otherwise, two models would
follow certain, but different rules. The necessity to compare information models is
obvious if as-is-models and to-be-models or enterprise-specific and reference models
have to be compared.
The guideline of systematic design postulates well-defined relationships between
information models, which belongs to different views, e.g. the integration of process
models with data models. Every input and output data within a process model has to
be specified in a corresponding data model. Further interdependencies exist, following
for example the ARIS-approach [45, 46, 47], concerning the functions (function
view), the organizational units (organizational view), the results of a process (output
view) and the involved applications and databases (resource view). One demand is to
use a meta model which integrates all relevant views.
2.3
The GoM Meta Model
Within the research project Guidelines of Modeling a meta model was designed in
order to structure and integrate the different project topics (figure 2, [42]). This model

shows that a perspective is defined as a person-purpose-model-relationship. The
purpose represents the intention of the modeling project. Besides the purposes the
perspective is determined by the involved persons. Here are two facets of relevance:
the existing methodological knowledge (expert, novice) which influences the selection
and configuration of the modeling technique, and the role (model designer or user,
active or reactive role), which influences the content of the model. Other, more
elaborated definitions of the terms perspective and also viewpoints can be found in [6,
36].
Obviously, the guidelines vary in their perceived importance for different
perspectives. For example, information models used within the phase of requirements
engineering for the purpose of developing individual software and ideally
automatically processed by CASE-tools call for syntactical correct models (primacy of
the guideline of syntactical correctness in comparison with the guideline of clarity). In
contrast to this, process models which are used to explain the business to end-users
may include syntactical mistakes, if this supports compact and clear models and if the
economic efficiency and the clarity is more important. Consequently, it is necessary to
define also perspective-specific guidelines.
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Fig. 2. The GoM meta model
In the following workflow management and simulation will be taken as two examples for
popular modeling purposes. Various recommendations for these two purposes will be
presented.

3

Guidelines for Selected Purposes of Business Process
Modeling

3.1

Workflow Management

The economic efficient development of workflow-based applications [26] does not
only require a well considered planning and implementation of systems, but demands
the efficient design of workflow models (see also [22]). Workflow models serve in all
stages of system planning and development as a communication platform for those
who work on the project. However, the recent discussion of workflow modeling is
often focussing on syntactic questions. It neglects criteria that go beyond the notation
rules and include the specific semantic context of the individual modeling process.
In order to establish standards for the design of information models it is
advantageous to have a modeling technique that can be regarded as a quasi-standard
(like the ER-approach [4] for data models). Currently, this is not the fact with
workflow models. Every workflow management system uses rather its proprietary
modeling technique. Therefore, after a workflow management system has been
chosen, a revised workflow modeling according to the system-specific modeling
technique is in the most cases indispensable.
Experience has shown that the general number of business process models to be
transformed into workflow models is rather small. It is not unusual that a company has
100 or more business process models, but only two or three workflow models.
Furthermore, concerning breadth and length, only a part of a business process model
can usually be controlled workflow-based. Thus, the manual revision of workflow
models often is more economic efficient than the use of interfaces (see WfMC
interface no. 1). These interfaces might provide some syntactical translation but can
not bridge the semantic gap between business process models and workflow models.
In the following, specific recommendations for workflow modeling will be given,
which focus on comparing these models with business process models. Moreover, it
will be distinguished between a first workflow model that is used for selecting a
workflow management system or discussing workflow alternatives, and the final
executable workflow model.
Function View
Concerning the functions (or activities) within a workflow model, usually a n:mrelationship between business process models and workflow models exist.
Compared to organizational process models, in workflow models manual functions
should be largely avoided, in particular if one follows after the other immediately. On
the other hand the amount of functions rises, if the application systems or organization
units involved allow further splitting of a function. In general one can state that the
granularity of the functions in workflow models are determined by a (possible) change
of the organizational unit and/or the application system. Figure 3 shows how with
every change of the involved organizational unit and/or the application system a new
function has to be introduced. One has to consider the fact that most workflow

management systems do not allow a reuse of functions. In this case, a redundant
function specification is necessary.
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Fig. 3. Granularity of functions within workflow models

For every function the start and end conditions should be precisely determined. In
particular, it has to be indicated if the function shall be started manually or automated.
As an option, for every function a deadline can be declared. When this deadline is
exceeded, a higher authority can be informed, ideally the person in charge for the
process (the process owner). It should be taken into account that not all workflow
management systems support a hierarchical modeling.
Thus, business process models can be used as a starting point for the development
of workflow models. In order to derive the workflow model, functions have to be
deleted and new functions have to be modelled. For the design of an executable
model, also further attributes (start and end conditions) have to be specified.
Data View
Unlike a business process model, a workflow model requires for every function the
description of the necessary input and output data. On the level of entity types,
attributes, etc. the workflow model has to depict these input and output information.
Due to the considerable modeling effort being necessary for the data view of a
workflow model, only data that is critical because of the underlying interfaces has to
be specified within the first workflow model. After a workflow management system is
selected and an executable workflow model is required, the data view has to be
completed with information like the data type or the exact data location (database
server, table, etc.).
Besides the input and output data, the data flow is to be described. The data flow
determines the flow from the function that produces data to the function that consumes
data. The data flow is restricted by the control flow as the data flow can not precede
the control flow. Consequently, the control flow has to be completed before the data

flow can be specified. A workflow model should include the data flow as this enables
an analysis of further interfaces beyond the use of the control flow information.
However, existing workflow management systems often do not allow the visualization
of the data flow and show only the (local) input and output data.
Organizational View
Every function within a workflow model must include a link to an organizational
construct, if it is not completely automated and shall be executed autonomously.
Relevant organizational constructs in the context of workflow management are role (in
the sense of a qualification or a competence), organizational unit (permanent or
temporary like a project team), position, position type and person as a static
information. Figure 4 describes using an extended ER-approach the relationships
between these organizational constructs. Moreover, a workflow owner should be
specified for the entire workflow.
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The organizational constructs in workflow management systems differentiate to a
considerable extent. Concerning the assignment of organizational constructs to
workflow functions, always the minimum set of organizational constructs which is
required for the workflow execution has to be chosen. The organizational constructs,
which are used for workflow modeling should refer to the “usual” organizational
constructs of the enterprise specified in an organizational chart. If information about
the workflow runtime history is of importance, (i.e. function no. 6 should be executed

by the same employee who was responsible for function no. 3), a detailed note has to
be placed in the workflow model (e.g., „RTH“ (Run Time History)).
It has to be taken into consideration that in a workflow model the link between a
function and an organizational construct means “executes”. During the run-time the
workflow management system interprets this link and the identified organizational
population receives the corresponding work item. In contrast, in business process
models this link often means “is responsible for”.
If several organizational constructs are connected with only one function, there is
always an XOR-relationship between them. This means that the number of at run-time
addressed members of the organization is extended (e.g. procurement department, all
members of a special project and Mr. Smith receive the work item). If a certain rule
exists, according to which the relevant organizational constructs can be selected, but
the function itself as well as the involved application systems and data are identical, a
workflow-split (control flow) has to be defined. If there shall be an AND-relationship
between the organizational constructs, it has to be explicitly declared at the borderline
between function and organizational construct („AND“). This could for example mean
that both, task executive and project executive, must sign a document. Again, it should
be stressed that these comprehensive modeling conventions can only apply for the
general workflow model. As soon as a special workflow management system is
selected, its constraints usually do not allow this elaborated specification between the
workflow functions and the involved organizational constructs.
In addition to the organizational constructs, further involved resources have to be
depicted. Again, it should be differentiated between a general specification of
resources in a first workflow model, which serves as a basis for discussions and the
executable workflow model. Only the final workflow model has to include the
complete and exact specification of all involved resources. All referred ITapplications have to include specifications of the server, program parameters, etc.
Control View
The control flow describes the logic relationships between the workflow functions.
Whereas a linear sequence does not require special considerations (but see the
requirement to specify the start and end conditions), split and join constructs are far
more demanding. This is an important difference to business process models, which
can easily include various splitting and joining connections without that the modeler
has to be concerned about the process execution.
Possible (inclusive or exclusive) OR -splits have to be specified exactly in order to
become executable by the workflow management engine. If it is not a simple transition
condition (e.g., order value > 10.000 $), a reference has to be set that leads to an
explanatory document (i.e. rules of signatures, organizational handbook). It is
advantageous expressing the respective transition conditions by using dedicated nodes
in the models (e.g., predicates, places or arc-inscriptions in Petri Nets or events in
Event Driven Process Chains (EPC)).
As an optional construct, many workflow modeling tools allow an ELSE-exit
(also: default-connector). This connector is rated as “true”, if the conditions of the
other corresponding connectors do not fit. This semantic relationship can be stressed
by explicit indication of the relevant connector with “ELSE“.

OR-Joins require special consideration as many workflow management systems
execute them wrongly as an XOR-Join. While this is not critical within business
process models, inclusive OR-joins demand further information about the connections,
which are evaluated with true at run-time. One approach is the dead path elimination
[25]. In this case, the corresponding OR-split forwards an information to the OR-join
about all workflow paths, which will not be executed. With this input the OR-join has
all required information for the determination of the continuation of the workflow.
Many workflow management systems demand one explicit start and final state
node respectively. This is usually not required in business process models. Therefore,
these nodes have to be added.
3.2

Simulation

Business Process Simulation (BPS) [12] has been mentioned, albeit only briefly, by
many researchers as a technique that could be helpful in the context of business
process change. HANSEN (1994) also advocates the appropriateness of simulation for
Business Process Reengineering, arguing that “an engineering approach to process
reengineering that incorporates modeling and simulation is necessary”. Similarly,
KETTINGER ET AL. (1997) argue that there is a need for more user-friendly and ‘mediarich’ capture of business processes and simulation can accommodate these
requirements by providing easy visualization and allowing team participation in
process redesign. V. UTHMANN and BECKER [53, 54] discuss some detailed aspects of
the use of simulation within the business process management life-cycle (figure 5).
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Fig. 5. Simulation within the business process management life-cycle

The design of simulation models, although it is a problematic task, is mostly treated as
a black box. There are only some unsatisfactory isolated hints like „use refinements“

or „formalize successively“. For the reduction of complexity and the efficient
management of designing models three principles have been established in systems
engineering: the structuring of similar objectives in phases, the reuse of solution
components and the application of conventions to restrict the degree of freedom. The
central idea behind this is the identification of analogies in the problems and the reuse
of analogous solutions. The identification and utilization of such analogies within the
context of simulation models lead to phases, components and conventions.
Model design recommendations should be applicable to a variety of simulation
tools. While the phases are independent of tools the components and conventions have
to be put in concrete form in terms of certain simulation modeling techniques using
their specific construction elements and terminology. As a reference method higher
Petri Nets [40] were chosen. Besides some other good reasons the Petri Net specific
design recommendation can, thanks to their general process understanding, be
transformed to other process modeling techniques pretty easily [53, 55].
A phase model of seven phases has been developed (figure 6, a more detailed
description of the guidelines is given in [54]. The separated view of process object
flows is directed to the purposes of processes and simplifies the process identification.
This meets the BPR objective of analyzing processes without taking care about
departments (= resources). In view of the widely used structure- and function-oriented
process descriptions (see [18]) it can be assumed that such a view of processes is
intuitively easier to understand than simulation models, especially by modeling
novices, and therefore, better accepted. Processing from phase 1 to 2 leads towards a
systematic successive transition from static structure models to dynamic models. A
further advantage of a separated view of process object flows is that corresponding
process models can easier be hierarchically refined without the assignment of
resources over different levels. Traditionally, from a function view a process is
understood as a succession of object-using, modifying and/or deleting functions
(activities), and from data view as a succession of states corresponding to the
existence of process-related objects. This differentiation is reflected in the phase
model: First in phase 1 (process object flows) it is recommended to start with a
function oriented process mapping (s. above). In phase 3 the object types are specified
within the static data view before the functions are procedurally (in contrast to
descriptively) described in phase 4. In the phases 1 to 4 there are considered process
structures, coordination mechanisms, operation and state times. Input,
disturbances/changes and initial states are designed in phase 5 to 7.
The phases offer a framework to decompose the design of process simulation
models in less complex subtasks. Within the phases certain objectives are to be
modeled applying to specific components and conventions.
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The aim of using model components, which can be individually composed, is a more
efficient and correct model construction. There are reference simulation models in the
form of context-related model components [45]. Complementary to these ones the
guidelines comprise components, which are not related to concrete organizational or
engineering problems, but structure context independent analogies. These structure
components describe coordination mechanisms on different complexity levels where
components can consist of less complex components (down to the elements of the
meta model of the simulation language). Their higher abstraction level allows the use
of these components for a simplified individual construction of simulation models
from the scratch as it usually is necessary within process simulation. Moreover, the
structure components help model designers to be more sensitive towards possibly
relevant coordination mechanisms. The structure components are related to single
objectives, and therefore, are assigned to certain construction phases.
Finally, some design conventions should be presented. Methods of process
modeling contain generally just a set of syntactic rules, which give model designers a
wide degree of freedom. Therefore, one objective can be depicted in (different)
models which are correct but do not have sufficient quality, e. g. they are misleading
or badly arranged. This has to be taken into account especially because of the (in
simulation models) usually high number and variety of involved model designers and
users of model. Conventions are supposed to restrict this freedom and lead to a higher
quality. One important intention of this is to ensure a uniform, clear (GoM-principle of
clarity) and unequivocal understanding of models of all involved users. A further
important aspect of model conventions is the support of coping with the requirements
perspectives. Important conventions for simulation models refer especially to the use
of terminology, topology, start and end markings of processes, the visualization of
process and resource object types (including the media type) within their
organizational context, documentary aspects and the explication of different views
(e.g. data, function and organizational view). For the definition and consolidation of
terms the use of a business term model is proposed. Besides the discussed semantic
aspects the performance of simulation models has to be taken into account.

4

Techniques for Adjusting Models to Perspectives

Perspectives on process models can be distinguished by the involved persons and by
the modeling purpose. While a process model which specifies a workflow has to
depict among others the control flow, the data flow and program parameters (see
section 3.1), a model which is used within an organizational handbook or for certification purposes includes mainly organizational facts (process owner, roles, etc.). A
rough impression of the great variety of perspectives on information models which
exists especially concerning process models can be found in figure 7.
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Fig. 7. Potential perspectives on process models [42]

Within the research project Guidelines of Modeling we identify, characterize and
compare these perspectives using empirical studies. In the following, this paper is not
concentrating on these content-specific questions, but it will be discussed how
perspectives can methodically be distinguished. Six ways of customizing different
perspectives will be explained. They have an adjunctive relationship to each other,
which means that they can be used in combination. As an application of the guideline
of relevance they suppose to reduce the model complexity for every individual
perspective.
4.1
Different Layout Conventions
Different layout conventions exist, if the models of two perspectives concerning the
number and the naming of the information objects are identical, but different in their
representation (aesthetics). This kind of model differentiation is more determined by
the way of using the model than by the model content. It can be realized with
“reasonable effort”, if the placement is identical and only form, color, size, etc. of the
objects are different. The transformation of “typical” information models with cycles
and squares into more colorful, more or less self-explainable models is important to
gain the acceptance in the business departments. Figure 8 portrays, taking ARIS Easy
Design as an example [20], how a process model designed for end users from business
departments can look like (see also [30] for a similar approach).
Different layout conventions become much more difficult to handle, if also the
placement of the information objects can vary. One example in (large) data models is
that different entity types are of different importance for different users. As a

consequence, in every model different entity types should be right in the middle of the
model, the area of most attention. For that, sophisticated algorithms are necessary,
which optimize models concerning metrics like the minimal (average, maximum)
length of edges, the minimal number of crossings, or the minimal drawing area [2, 34,
51]. Potential constraints are that only two directions are allowed (vertical, horizontal)
or symmetries have to be stressed (e.g. sons in hierarchies).

Fig. 8. A process model in ARIS Easy Design [20]

4.2
Different Naming Conventions
A different naming in models related to different perspectives is of high importance in
distributed, especially international modeling projects and requires the possibility to
administer synonyms for the relevant model constructs. It is recommended to use a
business term catalogue, which defines and relates the main terms within a company
([23], pp. 127-133). Furthermore, one cluster of the business term catalogue should as
a part of the meta model define the constructs, which are relevant for information
modeling (e.g. entity type, cardinality) [50]. Between the single business terms exist
typical semantic relationships like “is related to”, “classifies”, “is part of”, “is a” or “is
synonym of”. A business term catalogue should substitute existing (textual) glossaries
and be as far as possible completed before the process modeling activities start. The
attributes of the business terms contain links to the different purposes and characterize
a term e.g. as a software-specific term (e.g. “Company Code” within SAP R/3) or to
specific qualifications (e.g. the German term “Unternehmen” for model users familiar
with German). The user or the user group has corresponding attributes, so that for
every user (group) the adequate terms can be selected automatically.

4.3
Different Information Objects
In comparison with different layout or naming conventions the perspectives are much
more individual, when different information objects are relevant for them. For
example, a workflow developer would not be interested in a detailed description of the
manual functions within a process, while someone who is responsible for the
implementation of activity-based costing may be especially interested in these timeconsuming functions (see also [43] for a comparison of workflow management and
activity-based costing requirements). On the other hand, batch-tasks depicted in a
process model may be not important for someone who is writing an organizational
handbook, while they have a specific meaning for the person who is responsible for
the customization of ERP software. In a next step the importance of the attributes of
every object or the appropriate degree of specialization can be discussed for every
perspective. It is not only the purpose but also the role, which determines the relevant
objects. For example, a doctor has got another perspective on the same process than
the patient and the person who allows traveling expenses another one than the person
who applies for them (see for another example ([28], pp. 60-61)). Thus, different
perspectives can be characterized as different projections on one common model.
Though this is very expensive to realize as it requires a relationship from every object
to the relevant perspectives, it is one of the most important forms to characterize
individual perspectives.
4.4
Different Information Object Types
In some cases the requirements of different perspectives can be generalized in a way,
that between the perspective and the information object types (e.g. entity type,
organizational unit type, etc.) of the common meta model a relevance relationship can
be identified. That means, different perspectives can be characterized as different
projections on a common meta model. For example, it is indispensable to depict the
object type role in a workflow model, while in ERP-specific reference models like the
ones from SAP [5] or BAAN [13] system organizational units (e. g. company code,
plant or sales organization in SAP R/3) are relevant.
This requirement is already realized in some modeling tools. For example, ARISToolset is offering method filters which reduce the meta model in a way that the user
is not confronted with the over-complexity resulting out of a non-appropriate
modeling technique [20].
4.5
Different Use of a Process Modeling Technique
The high number of different modeling techniques with a common root (e. g. Entity
Relationship model or Petri Nets) leads to the fact, that in many cases perspectives can
be distinguished because they are slightly different in their meta model. As an
explanation, the event-driven process chains (EPC) are taken as an example [45, 46].
EPC consist mainly of functions, events and control flow connectors. One notation
rule, which was stressed about the EPC, is that an OR-split never succeeds directly an
event. Nonetheless, in the most important book which is using the event-driven
process chains, “Business Process Engineering” [45] the included reference models do
not consider this rule (to get a higher clarity, because of shorter processes).

This kind of perspective differentiation requires individual rules to transform one
model into the other. It is one objective of the Guidelines of Modeling to identify for
widespread modeling techniques like the ERM or event-driven process chains typical
differences in using the meta model and as far as possible to prioritize one alternative
(see [41] for examples for the event-driven process chains).
4.6
Different Meta Models
As the first five approaches assume that one modeling technique serves for all the
different perspectives, the requirements for such a language are quite high [36]. Single
perspectives have got the highest degree of individualization if they are designed with
different modeling techniques. Therefore, they already can be distinguished by the
underlying meta models. Such a differentiation may be necessary, if a BPR-project
requires easy to understand models designed for example with event-driven process
chains, while the introduction of workflow management requires precise Petri Nets
and the increase of the customer orientation of the processes needs customer-supplierprotocols [48]. If this form of perspective differentiation is tolerated within a
modeling project, it is recommended to design relationship meta models: meta models
which relate the elements and relationships of the involved modeling techniques to
each other [33]. They can be used for the horizontal model transformation (within
analysis) and for the vertical model transformation (from analysis to design).

5

Summary and Outlook

A continuously growing number of different purposes for process modeling, of
involved model designers and model users, and available comprehensive modeling
tools increases the complexity of process modeling. Thus, the management of the
quality of process models is becoming challenging.
This paper presented a framework called Guidelines of Modeling (GoM), which
structures different quality criteria and levels of abstraction in two dimensions. We
discussed the six guidelines of correctness, relevance, economic efficiency, clarity,
comparibility and systematic design (section 2). Workflow management and
simulation were taking as examples in order to put the modeling recommendations in
concrete terms for two selected purposes (section 3). More general, six different
techniques for the differentiation of process models for alternative purposes were
presented (section 4). The introduced concepts offer less experienced model designers
some hints for a systematic and adequate design of process models. The overall GoM
architecture and the detailed recommendations make more sensitive for critical quality
factors beyond the consistent use of a modeling technique.
The aim of the further work is the design of a “comprehensive“ set of guidelines
for process models with Petri Nets as the uniform reference modeling technique within
the entire process life-cycle [10, 11]. Modeling Guidelines should force to construct
the common elements adequately for the core purposes of process modeling, namely
Business Process (Re)Engineering, workflow management and simulation [53].
Furthermore, we are currently analyzing the potential for the integration of an ISrelated ontology into the GoM-framework. First results taking the Bunge-WandWeber models [57] can be found in [17].
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